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Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1933-1945: Abridged EditionHarper Perennial, 2009

	Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1933-1945 is an abridged edition of Saul Friedländer's definitive Pulitzer Prize-winning two-volume history of the Holocaust: Nazi Germany and the Jews: The Years of Persecution, 1933-1939 and The Years of Extermination: Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1939-1945.


	The book's...
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The Tudors For Dummies (For Dummies (History, Biography & Politics)For Dummies, 2011

	This entertaining guide covers the period from 1485 to 1603, exploring the life and times of everyday people (from famine and the flu epidemic, to education, witchcraft and William Shakespeare) as well as the intrigues and scandals at court. Strap yourself in and get ready for a rollercoaster ride through the romantic and political liaisons...
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Restorative Neurology of Spinal Cord InjuryOxford University Press, 2011

	Following injury or disease, neural circuitry can be altered to varying degrees leading to highly individualized characteristics that may or may not resemble original function. In addition, lost or partially damaged circuits and the effects of biological recovery processes coupled with learned compensatory strategies create a new neuroanatomy...
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Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological Terrorism: Emergency Response and Public ProtectionCRC Press, 2003
This book provides guidance on measures that should be considered to protect human lives from terrorist activities involving nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. It provides a historical summary of the development and use of these weapons, and continues with a detailed discussion of the types of radiation and warfare agents that are...
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Surviving Dreaded Conversations: How to Talk Through Any Difficult Situation at WorkMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The essential guide for managers and    professionals dealing with difficult    workplace conversations

Surviving Dreaded Conversations gives managers all they    need to get through those difficult, face-to-face conversations    we all encounter in our office. Whether it’s    firing an employee, asking for a raise or...
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Poetry and Poetics in the Presocratic Philosophers: Reading Xenophanes, Parmenides and Empedocles as LiteratureCambridge University Press, 2021

	Of the Presocratic thinkers traditionally credited with the foundation of Greek philosophy, Xenophanes, Parmenides and Empedocles are exceptional for writing in verse. This is the first book-length, literary-critical study of their work. It locates the surviving fragments in their performative and wider cultural contexts, applying intertextual...
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Show Me QuickBooks 2004Que, 2004
Show Me QuickBooks helps readers learn visually how to perform tasks using the leading accounting software for small businesses. They are able to find answers to their questions quickly and visually with this user-friendly method of training. Each task includes a screen-by-screen visual accompanied by a concise text description that...
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Apoptosis, Senescence and Cancer (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2007

	The goals of chemotherapy (and radiotherapy) are to eliminate tumor cell targets by

	promoting cell death. In recent years, a major focus has been placed on programmed

	cell death or apoptosis as the primary mechanism of cell killing. However, tumor

	cells may respond to various forms of treatment in diverse ways, only some of which...
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Surviving the Design of Microprocessor and Multimicroprocessor Systems: Lessons LearnedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	Design of microprocessor and/or multimicroprocessor systems represents a continuous struggle; success (if achieved) lasts infinitesimally long and disappears forever, unless a new struggle (with unpredictable results) starts immediately. In other words, it is a continuous sur-vival process, which is the main motto of this book.


...
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Foundations of Software Testing: ISTQB CertificationCengage Learning, 2006
“….the dream team for this topic. If I could have my choice for any 4 authors worldwide on this topic, I’d go with these.” Ross Collard, Attglobal.net

“…there is no-one better placed to ensure that the book is perfectly aligned with the ISTQB” Stuart Reid, founding chair of the ISTQB
...
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System Performance Tuning (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1990

	
		System Performance Tuning answers one of the most fundamental questions you can ask about your UNIX-based computer: How can I get it to do more work without buying more hardware? Anyone who has ever used a computer has wished that the system was faster, particularly at times when it was under heavy load.If your system gets...
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Surviving the Whiteboard Interview: A Developer’s Guide to Using Soft Skills to Get HiredApress, 2019

	
		The industry standard whiteboard interview can be daunting for developers. Let’s face it: it combines the worst aspects of a typical interview, on-the-spot public speaking, a quiz show, and a dinner party full of strangers judging you?all at once. Brilliant developers can let their nerves get the best of them and completely...
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